Recent studies have shown that spring land surface temperature (LST) and subsurface temperature (SUBT) over the high elevation areas in the western US (WUS) have significant impacts on the downstream summer droughts/floods in North America. In this paper, both the National Centers for Environmental Prediction-Global Forecast System (NCEP-GFS) general circulation model (GCM) and the weather research and forecasting (WRF) regional climate model (RCM) are employed, where RCM scenarios utilized initial and lateral boundary conditions derived from the corresponding NCEP-GFS scenarios. Here we use a late spring flood in the US Southern Great Plains (SGP) case to examine whether simulation of the LST/SUBT downstream effects is sensitive to the domain size choice, change in dynamical cores within the same model, as well as to the representation of surface processes parameterizations. Although all RCM experiments with different settings simulate reasonably geographical patterns of observed LST and precipitation anomalies, we found that the choice of the domain size is crucial for proper downscaling the LST/SUBT downstream effects to accurately produce the observed precipitation/LST anomalies over the SGP/WUS, respectively, along with the associated large-scale features. The southern boundary location has been identified to be crucial in producing the SGP Low Level Jet strength, which in turn brings more moisture from the Gulf of Mexico to the SGP and thereby resulting in a better simulation of the precipitation anomaly in that area. The sensitivity of the simulation of the LST/SUBT downstream effect to dynamical cores is assessed by intercomparing the Non-hydrostatic Mesoscale Model (NMM) and the Advanced Research WRF dynamic cores. We find NMM was better at generating the large-scale eastward wave train, a crucial process associated with the LST/SUBT downstream effect. Meanwhile, this study also shows that the LST/SUBT downstream effects were not significantly dependent on the surface process parameterizations, although the Simplified Simple Biosphere model version 3 (SSiB3) highlighted a better performance over SSiB2.
Introduction
Extreme late spring/summer climate anomalies, including droughts, floods, and heat waves in the United States (US), have been investigated by many studies and are attracting interest due to severe drought/flood conditions in the last decade (Dong et al. 2011; Mei and Wang 2012; Hoerling et al. 2014; Xue et al. 2012 , Pu et al. 2016 Saini et al. 2016; and many others) . For instance, during May 2015, Southern Great Plains and several adjacent cities (hereafter referred to as SGP) saw one of their wettest Mays on record, which was neither fully predicted nor anticipated. This flood event made headlines in many media outlets, while the property damage in Houston alone was estimated to more than $40 million (Wang et al. 2015; Mekonnen et al. 2016; Xue et al. 2018) . Despite considerable progress in understanding processes controlling the US seasonal/intraseasonal rainfall variability (see review by Koster et al. 2017 , and paper cited therein), accurately predicting these extreme events in models still remains a challenge . Using observational datasets, Xue et al. (2012 Xue et al. ( , 2016 Xue et al. ( , 2018 have shown a significant relationship between the spring land surface temperature (LST) anomaly over the Western US (WUS) and the late spring/summer precipitation anomaly over the SGP. Meanwhile, their modeling studies show that a spring warm (cold) LST anomaly over the WUS is associated with the development of late spring/ summer flooding (drought) over the SGP. Nowadays, it has been established that the spring subsurface soil temperature (SUBT) and LST anomalies over the WUS play important roles in controlling the hydroclimatic regime variability over the SGP. Using an atmospheric Global Climate Model (GCM) and a Regional Climate Model (RCM), Xue et al. (2016) have investigated the potential contribution of the spring WUS LST/SUBT anomalies to the unprecedented 2011 summer SGP drought and have found that the 2011 cool WUS LST/SUBT anomalies were able to simulate about 30% and 34% of the observed 2011 SGP subsequent drought and abnormal heat, respectively. Likewise, Xue et al. (2018) suggested that the warm WUS spring LST/ SUBT anomaly increased the likelihood of development of the unprecedented May 2015 SGP flooding.
Despite providing useful information, coarse resolutions GCMs have limitations in properly representing the LST/ SUBT downstream precipitation anomalies (Xue et al. 2012 . Further, GCMs have difficulties to accurately capture the detailed processes associated with regional and/ or local climate variability and changes (Giorgi and Mearns 1999; Rummukainen 2010; Xue et al. 2014; Mariotti et al. 2014; Diallo et al. 2015 Diallo et al. , 2016 Fotso-Nguemo et al. 2017 ; among others). RCMs have been developed to regionally enhance the GCM information, and they can yield fine scale climate information often different from that derived from GCMs due to their ability to capture regional processes and forcing (e.g. land use, coastlines, topography, valley wind… etc.) (Xue et al. 2007; De Sales and Xue 2011; Diallo et al. 2012 Diallo et al. , 2014 Torma et al. 2015; Poan et al. 2018; and many others) . In fact, RCMs have been useful for different purposes and they have also been shown to be able to dependably replicate the spatial and temporal distributions of mean climate along with its associated large scale circulations for specific regions (see reviews by Xue et al. 2014 , and references therein). However, several uncertainties arise when setting RCM nesting experiments. Such uncertainties include, sensitivity to the domain size choice and boundary location (Seth and Giorgi 1998; Vannitsem and Chomé 2005; Xue et al. 2007 ; Leduc and Laprise 2009; Gao et al. 2012; Bhaskaran et al. 2012; Browne and Sylla 2012; Centella-Artola et al. 2015; Dash et al. 2015; Song et al. 2018) , dynamical core within the same RCM (Gallus and Bresch 2006; Dodla et al. 2011; Litta et al. 2012) , and land surface process parameterizations (e.g. Xue et al. 2001 Xue et al. , 2010 Vidale et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2014; Li et al. 2016) . For instance, focusing on the Contiguous United States (CONUS) summer climate, Xue et al. (2007) found that when utilizing initial and lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) derived from Reanalysis II, the southern boundary location in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) and Caribbean Sea is most relevant, while Bhaskaran et al. (2012) , using the HadRM3P, found that better simulation of the Indian summer monsoon precipitation variability was only achieved when considering a smaller domain. Centella-Artola et al. (2015) used the PRECIS RCM to assess the effect of domain size over the Caribbean region. They found that key rainfall characteristics, such us the Caribbean Low Level Jet and the mid-summer drought are insensitive to domain size. A study by Browne and Sylla (2012) pointed out that over West Africa, a large domain extending to the Atlantic Ocean is required to capture the monsoon processes and to generate the mesoscale convective cells (e.g. African Easterly Waves and squall lines). On the other hand, Van Den Broeke et al. (2017) carried out a study to investigate the sensitivity of the central United States warm season to various land surface schemes (LSMs) coupled to the weather research and forecasting (WRF) model version 3.6 (WRF3.6; Skamarock et al. 2008) . Their study found that the sign/magnitude of the simulated central United States precipitation and temperature biases are sensitive to the LSMs, though they all appear suitable for investigating the effect of land use land cover changes over the region. Xue et al. (2001) inter-compared the Eta model coupled with the Simplified Simple Biosphere biophysical model (SSiB; Xue et al. 1991; Zhan et al. 2003 ) and the Eta model coupled with the Bucket model and concluded that the land parameterizations are crucial in reproducing the 1993 US flooding.
Early LST/SUBT modeling efforts (Xue et al. 2012 have: (1) confirmed the observed relationship between the WUS LST anomalies and the development of SGP drought/floods, and (2) proposed the mechanism through which the WUS LST/SUBT anomaly contributes to the development and strengthening of droughts/floods over the SGP. Given that the LST anomaly affects the downstream precipitation anomaly through perturbation of large-scale circulation, Xue et al. (2012) demonstrated that to study the LST/SUBT downstream effect the RCM LBCs for particular scenarios should be obtained from the GCM with the corresponding scenarios and therefore might inherit some biases from their boundary conditions. While much of these early works have been devoted to the reproduction of the observed relationship with emphasis on the mechanism of LST/SUBT downstream effects in North America, it has been demonstrated that proper RCM downscaling plays an important role in identifying this effect. Additional research focusing mainly on investigating the uncertainties with the RCM dynamical downscaling method (DDM) of the LST/SUBT downstream effects in a comprehensive way is therefore warranted and the present study aims to address this subject. In this study using the WRF modeling system (Skamarock et al. 2008; Janjic et al. 2001) coupled to different versions of the SSiB vegetation biophysical process model as land surface models, we extend the works of Xue et al. (2012 Xue et al. ( , 2016 Xue et al. ( , 2018 and undertake a more detailed analysis using the 2015 late spring flood in the US SGP case to investigate uncertainties associated with the RCM DDM of the LST/SUBT downstream effects. Our study has three goals: (1) explore how the domain size choice and boundary locations could affect the DDM of the LST/SUBT downstream effect, (2) investigate to what extent change in dynamical core within the same RCM could affect the DDM of the LST/SUBT downstream effects along with its associated large-scale mechanism, and (3) examine the sensitivity of the simulation of the LST/SUBT downstream effect to different land surface parameterizations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model configurations and different experimental designs as well as the methodology adopted and the reference datasets used for validation and comparisons. Results and discussions are presented in Sect. 3, where the impact of domain size choice and boundary position, and the impact of change of dynamical core within the same RCM are examined, before providing an overview of the impact of land surface parameterization on the DDM of the LST/SUBT downstream effects. Finally, the important results obtained in this study are given in the summary and concluding Sect. 4.
Models description, experimental design and method

Models description
The experiments for this study were performed using the WRF modeling system (WRF) (Skamarock et al. 2008; Janjic et al. 2001 ) and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction -Global Forecast System (NCEP-GFS, Kanamitsu et al. 2002) .
The weather research and forecasting (WRF) modeling system
The WRF is a multi-agency modeling system with flexible resolution and parameterization, which is applicable for both numerical weather prediction and regional climate modeling. The WRF model is a state-of-the-art mesoscale model framework with two available dynamic cores: (1) the Non-hydrostatic Mesoscale Model (NMM) developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NOAA-NCEP) , and (2) the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) (Skamarock et al. 2008) . The NMM core is a fully regional, compressible, non-hydrostatic mesoscale model, and primitive-equation that uses a terrain-following hybrid sigma-pressure vertical coordinate together with the Arakawa E-grid staggering for horizontal discretization. The ARW core is a fully compressible, Eulerian non-hydrostatic model, using a terrain-following hydrostatic-pressure vertical coordinate, together with vertical grid stretching and Arakawa C-grid staggering for the horizontal grid. Various versions of the SSiB vegetation biophysical process land surface model (LSMs) have been implemented into the WRF modeling system. There are 13 vegetation-cover types in SSiB LSM map. These include crop land, mixed broadleaf and needleleaf tree, grassland, tropical forest, shrubs, etc, as listed in the work by Xue et al. (2001) . The NMM core has been coupled to both the second version of SSiB (SSiB2) and the third version of SSiB (SSiB3). These atmosphere-land surface coupled models will hereafter be referred to as NMM/SSiB2 and NMM/SSiB3, respectively. The state-ofthe-art vegetation biophysical model, SSiB2, preserves at the atmosphere-land surface interface water, energy, and momentum conservation, while estimating the photosynthesis processes for surface carbon emission and transpiration (Xue et al. 1991 Sun et al. 1998; Zhan et al. 2003) . The physics in the SSiB2 and the SSiB3 biophysical LSM are identical except for the snow scheme, which has an important impact on the spring LST simulation. In fact, SSiB3 employs a multi-layer coupled surface snow hydrology and radiative transfer schemes, while SSiB2 utilizes a one-layer snow hydrology model. For further detailed description of SSiB3 and/or SSiB2 along with their main differences, readers are referred to Sun and Xue (2001) , Xue et al. (2003), and Oaida et al. (2015) . For the ARW dynamical core, SSiB3 is utilized to describe the land surface bio-geophysical processes (hereafter referred to as ARW/SSiB3). Table 1 summarizes the selected physics and parameterizations of NMM/SSiB3, and ARW/SSiB3, as well as NMM/SSiB2 selected to complete an array of numerical experiments which are outlined in Sect. 2.2.
NCEP global forecast system (GFS)
The NCEP-GFS simulations provide initial and LBCs for the WRF integrations. The NCEP-GFS is utilized in this study as an atmospheric global climate model with a T62 horizontal resolution grid and 17 vertical levels. T62 corresponds to 94 latitudes unequally spaced and 192 longitudes equally spaced grid points, with a horizontal resolution of roughly 1.91° by 1.875° latitude/longitude grids at the equator. The selected NCEP-GFS physics and parameterizations include: (1) a non-local scheme for the boundary layer vertical diffusion (Hong and Pan 1996) , (2) a modified Simplified Arakawa-Schubert (SAS) for cumulus convection (Hong and Pan 1998) , (3) the cloud microphysics of Zhao and Carr (1997) updated by Moorthi et al. (2001) to determine the prognostic cloud water and ice mixing ratios, and (4) an upgraded solar radiation transfer scheme of Hou et al. (2002) . For the representation of land surface processes, the second version of the SSiB (SSiB2) was implemented into the NCEP-GFS. The global atmosphere-land surface coupled model will hereafter be referenced as GFS/SSiB2.
Experimental design
To isolate the potential contribution of the warm early spring LST/SUBT anomalies over the WUS to the extreme wet anomaly conditions in May 2015 over the SGP, we conducted two sets of scenarios simulations using GFS/SSiB2 under the same initial atmospheric and land surface conditions, sea surface temperature (SST), and sea-ice forcing. The 2015 atmospheric and land surface conditions from the NCEP analysis as well as the NCEP 2015 global real time SST analysis and observed sea ice were utilized for the boundary conditions of GFS/SSiB2 in all scenarios cases. In the first scenario case, we imposed the specified warm LST and SUBT anomalies over the WUS based on the observed 2 m-temperature difference between March 2015 and the March mean value for 1981-2015 with tuning (supplemental Figure S1 ) and aimed to reproduce the observed 2 m-temperature anomaly over WUS. Since there is no longperiod large-scale SUBT measurement, we generated the SUBT anomaly based on the 2 m-temperature from Climate Anomaly Monitoring System observation (CAMS, Fan and Van den Dool 2008) . The warm anomalies are only imposed at the first step of the model integration, after which the model updated both LST and SUBT based on its free integration. This scenario serves as control case and is referred to as "GFS/SSiB2 Case SUBT". In the second GFS/SSiB2 scenario case, hereafter referred to as "GFS/SSiB2 Case noSUBT", no warm initial LST and SUBT anomalies were imposed, while all other settings, including physics parameterizations and initial conditions, remained similar to GFS/ SSiB2 Case SUBT. Since ensemble runs are usually needed to reduce uncertainties associated with initial conditions, and to derive a robust result, we completed each scenario case with a seven-member ensemble of continuous simulations. The ensemble members were initialized at 00z, 27, 28, Grell and Devenyi (2002) BMJ (Janjic 2001) Cloud microphysics Ferrier (Ferrier 1994) Ferrier (Ferrier 1994) Ferrier (Ferrier 1994 ) Shortwave NOAA GFDL (Fels and Schwarzkopf 1981) Fu-Liou-Gu (Gu et al. 2011) NOAA GFDL (Fels and Schwarzkopf 1981 ) Longwave NOAA GFDL (Fels and Schwarzkopf 1981) Fu-Liou-Gu (Gu et al. 2011) NOAA GFDL (Fels and Schwarzkopf 1981 Xue et al. (2018) . In order to investigate the sensitivity of the domain size choice, along with the location of the boundary on the teleconnections between the remote warm large-scale early spring LST and SUBT anomalies over the WUS and the development of the May 2015 extreme precipitation over the SGP, while large-scale driving fields from NCEP-GFS are kept identical, we carried out each NMM/SSiB3 scenario cases using three different domains encompassing most of central North America and the adjoining Pacific and Atlantic oceans (Fig. 1) . The NMM/SSiB3 was used for this set of experiments. Each experiment was set-up on a horizontal grid-spacing of 0.44° x 0.44° latitude/longitude (about 50 × 50 km) with 38 vertical levels grid extending from the surface to 50 hPa. The first domain [Domain 1 (D1)] is a very large domain, encompassing the continental United States, almost all of Canada, Mexico, and a substantial portion of the adjoining Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The second domain [Domain 2 (D2)], with a westward (eastward) shift of the eastern (western) boundary location, was the domain previously used in Xue et al. (2016) . In the third domain [Domain 3 (D3)], the southern (northern) boundary was shifted to the north (south), whereas both the eastern and western boundary were slightly shifted to the west. It should be noted that, both D1 and D3 used in this study are indeed selected based on early study using Eta operational model by Xue et al. (2007) , with D1 and D3 being identical to their big domain and small domain, respectively.
Time-dependent initial and LBCs necessary to run NMM/SSiB3 for a scenario case over a specific domain were obtained from the same GFS/SSiB2 scenario case. For example, the GFS/SSiB2 Case SUBT for March 31st, 2015, was used as the NMM/SSiB3 initial and LBCs to generate the corresponding NMM/SSiB3 Case SUBT over a selected domain, which also was integrated starting from March 31st, 2015. All NMM/SSiB3 experiments, were completed using a one-way nesting (NMM/SSiB3 has no feedback to GFS/ SSiB2), and the time period for our NMM/SSiB3 scenario cases simulations are also similar to those of the corresponding driving GFS/SSiB2 scenario cases. Furthermore, since this paper focuses on the effects of different factors on the LST/SUBT dynamical downscaling ability, all RCM experiments do not use spectral nudging techniques. Note that the NMM/SSiB3 Case SUBT experiments with D1, D2, and D3 are referred to as NMM/SSiB3 Case SUBT followed by "D1" or "D2" or "D3", to indicate the selected domain. For instance the NMM/SSiB3 Case SUBT completed over D3 will be labeled NMM/SSiB3_D3 Case SUBT, (see Table 2 for details). Figure S2 demonstrates that all the NMM/ SSiB3 Case SUBT simulations indeed produce reasonably the observed May 2015 precipitation, though some dry/wet biases are still evident. For instance, for the precipitation (see Figure S2 ), the spatial correlation between different NMM/SSiB3, GFS/SSiB2 simulation and the GTS observation over the SGP are 0.69, 0.84, 0.71, and 0.79 for GFS/ SSiB2 Case SUBT, NMM/SSIB3_D1 Case SUBT, NMM/ SSIB3_D2 Case SUBT, and NMM/SSIB3_D3 Case SUBT, respectively. Similarly to the precipitation, all simulations reproduce the observed 2 m-temperature spatial distribution, Figure S3 ).
Since the difference between GFS/SSiB2 Case SUBT and GFS/SSiB2 Case noSUBT are solely attributed to the imposed warm initial LST/SUBT anomaly (see Table 2 ), the difference between GFS/SSiB2 Case SUBT and GFS/SSiB2 Case noSUBT allows us to isolate the potential effect of the LST/SUBT on the May 2015 flooding over the SGP. For convenience here, the difference between GFS/SSiB2 Case SUBT and GFS/SSiB2 Case noSUBT (GFS/SSiB2 Case SUBT minus GFS/SSiB2 Case noSUBT) will be henceforth referred to as Case GCM (see Table 3 ). Similar to GFS/ SSiB2, the differences between two NMM/SSiB3 scenarios cases over a specific domain, for instance NMM/SSiB3_D1 Case SUBT and NMM/SSiB3_D1 Case noSUBT, should provide information on how influential the SUBT/LST was on the May 2015 SGP flooding when considering that domain. The differences between two NMM/SSiB3 scenario cases achieved over specific domains are henceforth labeled as Case D1, Case D2, and Case D3, where "D1", "D2", and Table 2 Initial SUBT and NMM/SSiB3, ARW/SSiB3 and NMM/SSiB2 lateral boundary conditions for the two scenario cases over different domains Each scenario cases in this study consisted of seven (7) Table 3 ). Regional climate models' abilities in intra-seasonal and seasonal simulations/predictions have been found to be sensitive to many factors including dynamic cores and landsurface process parameterizations (see reviews by Xue et al. 2014; Giorgi and Gutowsky 2016) . In order to investigate the effect of change in dynamic core within the same model, we also used the ARW/SSiB3 and executed two sets of experiments scenarios driven by the corresponding GFS/SSiB2 scenarios over D3. The choice of D3, as will be discussed later in Sect. 3.1, is because we have identified D3 as an optimum domain size with the better simulation of the LST/ SUBT downstream effects in North America. The experiments with imposed warm initial LST/SUBT anomalies (CTRL) and no imposed warm anomalies are referred to as ARW/SSiB3 Case SUBT and ARW/SSiB3 Case noSUBT, respectively. For convenience here, the difference between ARW/SSiB3 Case SUBT and ARW/SSiB3 Case noSUBT (i.e. ARW/SSiB3 Case SUBT minus ARW/SSiB3 Case noSUBT) henceforth will be referred to as Case C3.
In addition to the investigation of the sensitivity of the SGP precipitation anomaly to change in dynamical core within the same model, we also explore how different surface process parameterization affects the precipitation anomaly over the SGP due to warm LST/SUBT over the WUS. Here we used over D3 the NMM/SSiB2 in both the control run (NMM/SSiB2 Case SUBT) and no-imposed anomaly runs (NMM/SSiB2 Case noSUBT). The difference between NMM/SSiB2 Case SUBT and NMM/SSiB2 Case noSUBT (NMM/SSiB2 Case SUBT minus NMM/ SSiB2 Case noSUBT) is labeled as Case S3. All the details of the experimental design for dynamic cores and land surface condition changes are also described in Tables 1 and 2,  while Table 4 lists their differences compared respectively to Case D3.
Validation datasets and methodology
To evaluate the simulated effect of LST/SUBT in different cases, we have used various types of datasets (gaugeobservations and reanalysis). For precipitation, we used the 0.25° x 0.25° latitude/longitude gauge-based observed daily precipitation from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Climate Prediction Center (CPC), which provides over the contiguous United States (CONUS) domain a long-term and high-resolution record of daily precipitation (Chen et al. 2008) . For the nearsurface temperature (T2m), we used the Global Historical Climatology Network version 2 and the Climate Anomaly Monitoring System (GHCN-CAMS) gauge-based 2-m temperature over land, which provides global coverage of monthly means on a regular resolution of 0.5° latitude x 0.5° longitude grids (Fan and van den Dool 2008) . In addition, for large-scale environmental conditions analysis, such as vertically integrated moisture flux, geopotential height, relative humidity, and wind fields, we used the NCEP North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) climate datasets with horizontal resolution of 32 km and 45-layer at vertical resolution over the North American domain (Mesinger et al. 2006) . We used the 500-hPa geopotential height to depict the North Atlantic Subtropical High (NASH) and the 925-hPa meridional wind for the SGP Low Level Jet (LLJ). The CPC and GHCN-CAMS are available from 1948 to present, while NARR is available from 1979 to near present. We generate the anomaly for these datasets from the climatology based on the period from 1986 to 2015, following the same 'benchmark' selection method discussed by Xue et al. (2018) . We should mention that, for the analysis presented in this paper, particularly Sect. 3.1, we mostly focus our analysis of near surface temperature, precipitation, and large-scale environmental conditions on May 2015 because it was the month with an unusual amount of precipitation, causing severe flood damage with large socio-economic impacts over Texas and adjoining areas, namely the SGP. The May 2015 anomaly (as a departure from the 1986-2015 mean) obtained from those data will then serve as observational reference (benchmark) for comparison against the modelsimulated Case GCM, Case D1, Case D2, and Case D3 to verify the LST/SUBT effect on the abnormal high precipitation over the SGP, along with the sensitivity to domain size choice and boundary positions. To avoid confusion, the aforementioned anomaly either from observations (GTS and CAMS) or reanalysis (NARR) will be henceforward named as OBS. For analysis and comparison purposes, we also defined a common verification area (CVA), namely also referred to as "whole USA" and covering almost all CONUS land point. The CVA ("whole USA") is defined as a longitude-latitude rectangle bounded from 120°W to 80°W and 29°N to 49°N as shown in Fig. 1 . Please note that, since Case D3, Case C3, and Case S3 utilize similar domain size, we evaluate the effect of: (1) the change in dynamic core by comparing Case D3 and Case C3, and (2) the effect of surface process representation by comparing Case D3 and Case S3. The main differences between these cases are summarized in Table 4 , and a detailed discussion of these results will be presented in Sects. 3.2, and 3.3 respectively. Case GCM. In addition, Case GCM overestimates the cold anomaly with somewhat of an extension toward the eastern coast, resulting in a low spatial correlation coefficient (PCC; 0.17) with OBS and high root mean square error (RMSE; 2.06) over the whole USA. Upon analyzing the RCM cases, we found that Case D1, Case D2, and Case D3 (Fig. 2c -e, respectively) produced adequate spatial distribution of Case GCM T2m anomalies, in particular the warm temperature anomaly over the WUS and the cold anomaly over the Southern Plains, a region stretching between 25°N-45°N latitudes in all domains with high spatial correlations over the WUS (exceeding 0.7) and an absolute bias of less than 0.4 °C. Indeed, despite sharing many resemblances, Case D1, Case D2, and Case D3 do exhibit significant localized differences as displayed in Fig. 2c-e Figure 3 displays the corresponding distribution of precipitation anomalies from OBS, Case GCM, Case D1, Case D2, and Case D3. In Fig. 3b -e, the dots correspond to differences that are significant at 90% confidence levels, as determined by a Student's t test. The OBS shows a band of maximum precipitation anomaly (4-6 mm/day) in May 2015 over the Southern Great Plains and surrounding areas, from Texas to Louisiana, Arkansas, and Oklahoma and regions to the northwest, whilst a dry precipitation anomaly (between − 1 and − 3 mm/day) is depicted over the east and extends from the eastern edge of Mississippi and Alabama to Kentucky where it peaks (Fig. 3a) . Though Case GCM is able to reproduce a statistically significant wet precipitation anomaly pattern over the heavy rainfall regions, such as Texas and Oklahoma, the rainfall anomaly has been overestimated by 1.5-3 mm/day over the south-eastern US (between 85°W-75°W and 28°N-40°N) and underestimated by 0.5-2 mm/day over the Rockies and in some areas toward west of the Great Lakes (Fig. 3b) . Compared with Case GCM, Case D1, Case D2, and Case D3 (Fig. 3c-e) indeed reasonably produced the main geographical features, in particular the east-west contrast gradient, though with a weaker intensity. For instance, Case D1 underestimated the observed 29°N-38°N ) used in this study. The stippled (dotted) areas denote the areas statistically significant at a 90% confidence level rainfall excess pattern across Louisiana and Arkansas, whereas Case D2 over-predicted the rainfall deficit across the southern Great Lakes but replicated with better accuracy the positive rainfall anomaly regionally over the SGP and neighboring areas. We also noticed that, Case D1 and Case D2 are dryer than OBS over most of the CONUS resulting, respectively, in a mean bias of − 1.13 and − 1.21 mm/day, respectively and a RMSE ranging from 2.17 (Case D1) to 2.42 (Case D2). The under-prediction of precipitation over the CONUS, in particular the SGP, seems to be a common weakness of many regional climate models (Xue et al. 2007 Mearns et al. 2012; De Sales and Xue 2013; Saini et al. 2016; Sun et al. 2016) . Recently, Hu et al. (2018) suggested the spectral nudging approach as an effective solution to alleviate the precipitation dry bias. In opposition to Case D1 and Case D2, the dryness is somewhat reduced in both spatial extent and magnitude in Case D3, leading to a better simulation of the anomalous positive precipitation over the SGP (32% of observed anomaly) due to the LST/SUBT effect, in agreement with the more accurate simulation of the WUS positive land surface temperature anomaly (see Fig. 2 ). The results in this study confirm that a reasonably good simulation of observed WUS LST anomaly is necessary for a more accurate simulation of the SGP extreme precipitation response due to the LST/SUBT effect, but the simulated precipitation anomaly is largely sensitive to the domain size choice and boundary locations.
Results and discussions
Domain size and boundary location
Overall, notwithstanding the domain choice, it can be seen in all simulation cases analyzed in this study that, the observed positive rainfall/temperature anomalies over the SGP/WUS are well captured, although we noticed a wide spread and variation in the magnitude of anomaly. The large spread of simulated surface temperature and precipitation anomalies over the WUS and SGP, respectively, were also reflected in the May 2015 regional averages of both surface temperature and precipitation (Table 5 ). In addition, all RCM cases capture the observed dry conditions in some parts/regions of the south-eastern US, while the simulated wet anomaly in the driving GCM case (Case GCM) probably due to stronger vertical motion (not shown), was inconsistent with the observed drought there, thereby emphasizing the added value of the dynamical downscaling for better simulations of local/regional and meso-scale processes (e.g. De Sales and Xue 2013; Xue et al. 2014; Diallo et al. 2016 Diallo et al. , 2018 . Our results confirm that the spring WUS LST/SUBT anomaly plays a significant role in the development of the late spring SGP extreme precipitation. More specifically, the warm spring LST anomalies in the WUS are likely to be in part responsible for the SGP May 2015 flood's development. However, the abnormal rainfall magnitude and spatial location extent over the SGP, along with the WUS LST anomalies, are sensitive to the domain size choice and boundary position. In fact, we note that although Case D1, Case D2, and Case D3 share many resemblances to each other, the more realistic simulation of the positive precipitation anomaly over the SGP is achieved when reducing D1 to D3, emphasizing the importance of the southern boundary location. This is consistent with the previous study (Xue et al. 2007 ) that pointed out that the North American climate simulation was particularly sensitive to the southern boundary location in the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. We should note that, the assessments for the LST/SUBT effect here are likely affected by the models weaknesses/ errors. Additionally, it is worth pointing out that, this factor (LST/SUBT) as well as others elements such as SST , soil moisture (Xue et al. 2004; Koster et al. 2016; Saini et al. 2016) , vegetation (Xue et al. 1996; Bamba et al. 2018) , and atmospheric internal variability Lee et al. 2018 ) may have also contributed to the observed anomaly. Jee and Kim (2017) analyzed the influence of spin up time using the WRF version 3.6 on the simulation of heavy rainfall over Seoul and its adjacent cities. They concluded that their precipitation simulations were affected by the spin-up time and short spin-up time produced a more accurate distribution of precipitation intensity than the other experiments. In our numerical experiments, we have shown that the RCM DDM of the LST/SUBT downstream effect in North America is sensitive to the domain size choice and boundary condition location. However, the effect of spin-up time on the relationship between LST/ SUBT anomalies over WUS and downstream precipitation anomaly in North America remains an open question.
The precipitation over the SGP in late spring/summer is more governed by large-scale dynamical features forcing, such as the North Atlantic Subtropical High (NASH), along with the atmospheric stationary wave extending eastward from the WUS and the Great Plains Low Level Jet (GPLLJ) (Chang and Wallace 1987; Weaver et al. 2009; Cook et al. 2008; Saini et al. 2016; Harding and Snyder 2015; Patricola et al. 2015; Xue et al. 2007 Xue et al. , 2012 Xue et al. , 2016 Xue et al. , 2018 Ryu and Hayhoe 2017 ; and references cited therein). Hereby, diagnosing the root causes behind these differences in the rainfall anomaly simulations due to the choice of domain sizes impels us to further explore into the simulated large-scale dynamic features to understand the underlying mechanisms. The spring LST/SUBT anomalies in the Western US effects on the downstream precipitation anomaly in North America are associated with a large-scale stationary wave from the LST anomaly area ("heated area") and extending eastward (Xue et al. 2012 . The warm temperature anomaly in the west heats the surface as well as low and middle troposphere through sensible heat flux and produces an anomalous positive geopotential height in the middle troposphere (500 hPa), inducing an anomalous planetary wave train across North America. In the following sections, we quantitatively evaluate the LST/SUBT effects of different domain size on the key atmospheric circulations that drive SGP precipitation. Figure 4 displays the May 2015 geopotential height anomaly at 500 hPa from Case GCM, Case D1, Case D2 and Case D3 as well as its comparison with OBS. The corresponding meridional wind (V component of the wind; V-wind) speed anomaly at 925-hPa (the core level of the SGP LLJ) is displayed in Fig. 5 . OBS shows an increase in the strength of the SGP LLJ with the core of maximum anomaly (2-4 m/s) located over the SGP (between 29°N and 34°N) (Fig. 5a ). At the same time, the geopotential height is characterized by a negative anomaly over the Western US through southern Mexico and a positive anomaly extended over Central and Eastern US from the Atlantic (Fig. 5a ). The enhancement of the SGP LLJ, together with the anomalous high pressure over the southern Atlantic, drives moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico into the SGP, which in turn contributes to high precipitation over the SGP (Figs. 3a, 4a) . Case GCM simulates the dipole pattern for the anomalous geopotential height (Fig. 4b) across the CONUS. But Case GCM does not fully capture the spatial patterns and magnitudes of the anomalies. It has to be noted that Case GCM shows a large discrepancies in the representation of the anomalous geopotential height compared to the OBS. Among the discrepancy, the negative (positive) anomaly is displaced south (east) in case GCM compared to OBS, but as we mentioned earlier in addition to the LST/SUBT other factors has contributed to the observed anomaly. Please note that, when summing up the LST/SUBT effect and the SST effect from the GCM, our simulation succeeds to replicate adequately the OBS (NARR reanalysis) geopotentiel height anomalous pattern, including location and magnitude, particularly the positive anomalies over Alaska and southeast US as well as the negative anomalies north of Midwest and west US (not shown). In case GCM, the SGP LLJ strengthening is also shifted far eastward compared to OBS. This eastward shift is consistent with the simulated moisture flux (see discussion of Fig. 6b ) and may explain why the Case GCM produced wet precipitation anomalies (Fig. 3b) over south-east United States. Conversely, Case D1 and Case D2 clearly exhibit a weakening of the LLJ over the SGP. Additionally, Case D3 shows a negative geopotential height anomaly centered over the SGP, while Case D1 shows a positive geopotential height anomaly extended from the Atlantic to Canada. Overall, Case D3 has downscaled with good accuracy the Case GCM wave train across North America (Fig. 4e) and replicated reasonably the location of the SGP LLJ maximum. These results indeed, further highlight that the simulated large scale-structures due to LST/SUBT effect are largely sensitive to the domain size.
The May 2015 moisture flux anomalies from OBS, Case GCM, Case D1, Case D2, and Case D3 are shown in Fig. 6 . The moisture flux is integrated between 1000 and 700 hPa. OBS shows the strong major moisture transport was extended toward the north of the Great Lakes. In May 2015, there were large moisture flux anomalies transported through the Gulf of Mexico from the North Atlantic to the CONUS. In Case GCM, the moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico toward the SGP region is weaker, with the most prominent difference being the eastward displacement of the core of high moisture flux values off the east coast (Fig. 6b) , contributing to more precipitation there. Case D1 and Case D2 showed a large moisture flux anomaly over the SGP compared with Case GCM, but such moisture was being drawn out from the SGP regions toward the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 6c, d) , which was consistent with the simulated lower SGP precipitation (Fig. 3c, d) anomaly. The moisture flux anomalies in Case D3, however, are much closer to those in OBS, in particular the moisture moving from the Gulf of Mexico toward the SGP region, consistent with its high relative humidity and precipitation anomalies (see Figs. 3e, 7e) . Figure 7 illustrates the 850-hPa simulated May 2015 relative humidity (RH) anomalies by Case GCM, Case D1, Case D2, and Case D3 as well their comparison with OBS. Figure 7a shows that May 2015 RH anomalies at 850 hPa from OBS have the largest positive RH (approximately 12-20%), mostly located off the West Coast as well as over the Great Plains region and Southern Rockies where the observed heavy precipitation anomaly band was located. The negative RH (− 4 to − 6%) in OBS is localized over the southeastern United States and east of the Great Lakes, which corresponds well with the below-normal precipitation area shown in Fig. 3a. Figure 7b -e indicate that all cases reasonably capture the overall spatial distribution of relative humidity anomalies, although somewhat significant localized differences do occur. Compared to OBS, Case GCM simulates the significant positive RH off the West Coast but does not properly replicate the negative RH over the Southeastern United States. The May 2015 relative humidity anomaly over the CVA for OBS and Case GCM, Case D1, Case D2, and Case D3 are 5.7, 2.09, 0.50, 1.88, and 3.48, respectively. The most prominent differences between Case D1 and Case GCM and between Case D2 and Case GCM are identically positive RH anomalies over the Gulf of Mexico. These suggest that changing D1-D2 does not significantly affect the RH anomaly simulations because in these domains the north-south simulated temperature gradient was not substantially different. Since moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico is the major source of moisture for the SGP, the above suggests that the extended D1 and D2 decrease the moisture supply to the SGP and thereby weaken its associated precipitation, consistent with the low precipitation in Cases D1 and D2. However, Case D3 adequately produced Fig. 7 May 2015 850-hPa relative humidity (RH, unit: %) from: a OBS, b-e Case GCM, Case D1, Case D2 and Case D3, respectively. The stippled (dotted) areas denote the areas statistically significant at a 90% confidence level the observed precipitation anomaly, along with largely corrected the positive/negative RH in both Case D1 and Case D2 over the south-eastern US (Fig. 7e) , suggesting that the CONUS means climate simulation as well as the RCM DDM of the LST/SUBT downstream effect are particularly sensitive to the southern boundary location.
In summary, an appropriate location of the southern boundary position is a key element for an accurate simulation of mean precipitation anomaly over the SGP, along with associated eastward wave train features induced by the LST/SUBT downstream effect. The southern boundary location has been identified to be crucial in producing the SGP Low Level Jet strength together with the increased southerly component of the water vapor fluxes that transport moisture into the Southern Great Plains from the Gulf of Mexico and thereby result in a better (quantitatively and regionally) simulation of the precipitation anomaly over the SGP. Consequently, the choice of the domain size for the LST/SUBT downstream effect investigation in North America is of critical importance and should be selected with caution, whereby on the one hand to account for the main large-scale processes including the humidity source of the Gulf of Mexico and on the other hand to include the planetary wave genesis region.
Impact of WRF dynamic core
In this section we explore the sensitivity of the DDM for the LST/SUBT downstream effect to change in dynamical core within the same model. Case C3 and Case D3 are generated using different dynamic cores: the ARW and NMM, respectively. Figure 8a of integration from Case D3 and Case C3, respectively. Both dynamical cores exhibit a positive sensible heat flux anomaly over the WUS and part of Canada from Southern California, which resulted from the initial imposed warm LST/ SUBT anomaly over the WUS. Note that, the most prominent difference between Case D3 and Case C3 is the negative sensible heat flux anomaly (5-15 W/m 2 ) outside the WUS. In Case D3, it is clear that the positive sensible heat flux anomaly over the WUS induces a strong positive geopotential height anomaly in the middle troposphere (500 hPa) over western North America, which in turn produces a strong anti-cyclonic circulation (Fig. 8c) , which has been proposed as a mechanism for the LST/SUBT downstream effects on floods in North America as discussed in details by Xue et al. (2018) . On the other hand, although Case C3 has simulated the positive sensible heat flux anomaly over the WUS, the core of strong positive geopotential height anomaly, along with the strong anti-cyclonic circulation, however, are shifted to the upper Midwest (Fig. 8d) . Indeed, these strong anti-cyclonic circulation patterns over the upper Midwest will favor a weakening of the rising motion and thus reduce the likelihood and amount of late spring rainfall anomaly over the SGP. Additionally, Case C3 misses the negative geopotential height anomaly in eastern North America, indicating that the wave train across North America induced by the WUS LST/SUBT anomaly is sensitive to the dynamic processes. Litta et al. (2012) used the NMM and ARW dynamical cores to simulate three thunderstorms over India. Their results reveal that the NMM core has simulated well the squall line propagation, while in the ARW core the squall line movement was slow. Since the warm WUS LST/SUBT anomaly contributes to SGP extreme precipitation through wave trains propagating eastward, the above suggests that the NMM core has a better advantage to predict such wave trains. Furthermore, Fig. 9a shows that the warm May 2015 WUS LST/SUBT anomaly in Case D3 causes a strong and statistically significant positive vorticity anomaly along with a cyclonic circulation anomaly over the SGP, both of which are due to the aforementioned wave trains propagating eastward. Case C3 exhibits similar features, though with lesser magnitude and extension (Fig. 9b) . Another major factor contributing to the occurrence of precipitation is the large-scale vertical motion. Figure 9c , d show the mean vertical velocity (omega) at 850-hPa from Cases D3 and C3, respectively. The negative (positive) values represent rising (sinking) motion. In Case D3 the strong statistically significant negative vorticity anomaly over the SGP yields strong low level convergence, which is in agreement on one hand with the enhancement of moisture transport through the LLJ from the Gulf of Mexico (see Fig. 6e ), and on the other hand to the strong rising motion (Fig. 9c) anomaly due to an enhancement in convection. In opposition to Case D3, the strong rising motion anomaly was not properly produced in Case C3 (Fig. 9d) . The absence of low-level anomalous negative geopotential height in eastern North America as well as the slight shift of the location of the 500-hPa strong positive geopotential anomaly toward the upper Midwest in early April favor a weakened low level rising motion over the SGP and surrounding areas, where most of the wet precipitation anomaly due to LST/SUBT downstream effects are expected. All of these factors in Case C3 tend to decrease the rainfall amount over the SGP (Fig. 10a) , compared to Case D3. However our results also suggest that a weak lowlevel rising motion alone is not sufficient to inhibit the rainfall anomaly over the SGP when large scale dynamic factors undoubtedly dominate, as through changing of atmospheric moisture transport and vorticity in the upper troposphere can lead to precipitation anomalies. Consequently, Case C3 was able to simulate a positive precipitation anomaly over the SGP, though the anomaly was neither statically significant nor regionally well located (Fig. 10a) . Furthermore, we found a consistency between the Case C3 precipitation anomaly in May with low-level wind, vorticity, and vertical motion anomalies, exhibiting particularly dry conditions over the Mid-west and western portion of Texas (Fig. 10a) . To further investigate the sensitivity of the LST/SUBT effect on downstream precipitation over North America to the dynamic core, Fig. 10b , c illustrate the area-average precipitation obtained from different cases over the SGP and the CVA (USA as a whole), respectively. Figure 10b shows that over the SGP, though using different domains the simulated precipitation anomalies from the NMM dynamic core range from 0.86 to 1.12 mm/day, while with the ARW dynamic core, the precipitation anomaly does not exceed 0.37 mm/ day. These results suggest that, the LST/SUBT effects on downstream precipitation anomaly amounts are more sensitive to the dynamical core than the choice of the domain sizes and highlight the advantage of the NMM core for LST/ SUBT downstream effect studies in North America.
Overall, from this analysis it is evident that the choice of dynamical core significantly affects the large scale circulation associated with LST/SUBT effect to downstream precipitation anomaly over North America, along with the SGP rainfall anomaly. The analysis shows that the ARW dynamical core does not simulate dependably the large-scale features, in particular the eastward wave trains along with the strong rising motion over the SGP, which in turn results in an inappropriate simulation of the SGP precipitation anomaly (see Fig. 10b ).
Impact of land surface parameterizations
In this section we explore the sensitivity of the LST/SUBT dynamical downscaling over North America, to surface processes representation within the same model. Cases S3 and Case D3 are generated using the NMM dynamical core, but coupled to different land surface model: SSiB2, and SSiB3, respectively. The main difference of SSiB3 over SSiB2 is the multi-snow layers and the advanced snow-hydrology scheme, which have significant effect on spring snow melting and ground temperature (Sun et al. 1998; Xue et al. 2003) . We recall that the same domain, namely domain 3 (D3) is utilized for both Case D3 and Case S3; Fig. 11a -b display the surface temperature anomaly for the first 10 days of integration from Case D3 and Case S3, respectively. The initial imposed warm LST/SUBT anomaly over the WUS produces a warm temperature anomaly, which is visually and numerically comparable during the first 10 days of integration. In weeks 3-4 of April, the warm anomaly over the WUS weakens in both Case D3 and C3. However, with Case D3 being 0.5 °C warmer than Case S3 by the end of April, though the anomaly persisted (not shown). This warm anomaly produced a strong positive geopotential height in the middle troposphere (500-hPa) over the imposed area ( Fig. 11c-d) . However, in agreement with the difference noticed in the surface warming anomaly, Case D3 produces a stronger positive geopotential height anomaly, which is more centered over the heating region, particularly northwestern United States (from California to south Canada).
The energy and water budget anomalies in May 2015 from Case D3 and Case S3 are summarized in Tables 6  and 7 and shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The warm temperature anomaly in the WUS in Case D3 produces a positive net longwave anomaly over the SGP and along the western half of the US in May 2015. Meanwhile, the net shortwave radiation decreases (Fig. 12a, c) , implying an increase in cloud fraction (Fig. 13c) . For Case S3, a quite similar pattern is observed but the increase/decrease over SGP is not (Figs. 12b, 13d ) because the anomalies tend to be more centered over the border between the Southwest and the northern Great Plains. Over the SGP the Case D3 experiment shows an increase of moisture flux convergence (MFC) associated with an increase in cloud cover, leading to more convective precipitation, which combined with the negative sensible heat flux associated with a cyclonic circulation, contributes to the appropriate simulation of the Tables 6, 7) . Case S3 simulates the aforementioned process; however, it fails to properly simulate the regional anomaly.
Summary and conclusions
The spring LST and SUBT in the high elevation areas of the Western US have been shown to have significant impacts on downstream summer droughts/floods in North America and East Asia . Proper RCM downscaling is crucial for identifying such effects. In this paper, we investigate the sensitivity of the DDM of LST/SUBT downstream effects in North America focusing on the 2015 SGP flood case to: (1) domain size choice and boundary location, (2) change in the dynamical cores within the same regional climate model, and (3) land surface process parameterizations. Results show that all the experiments reproduce the observed surface temperature and precipitation anomalies, particularly the warm temperature anomaly over the WUS, the wet precipitation anomaly over the SGP, and the dry conditions toward the US south eastern region. However, substantial discrepancies regarding the amount of precipitation/surface temperature anomalies and regional anomaly locations occur across the different domains. In fact, along these settings the best simulation of the positive precipitation anomaly over the SGP along with the warm temperature anomaly over the WUS is achieved when the southern boundary is located over the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea. This finding emphasizes that, although the DDM of the LST/SUBT effect in North America is sensitive to the choice of the domain size, the southern boundary position appears to be more important/crucial. This originates from a more dependable simulation of the strengthening of the SGP LLJ, which in turn brings more moisture from the Gulf of Mexico to the SGP (see Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7) .
After identifying an optimum domain size, we utilized that domain size to investigate the effect of change in dynamic cores by comparing the NMM core (Case D3) and the ARW core (Case C3). In North America, the LST/SUBT downstream effects are associated with a large-scale atmospheric stationary wave extending eastward from the LST anomaly region . When we compared the results from the two dynamic cores, we found that during the first 10 days of simulation with the ARW dynamic core, the imposed warm anomaly over the WUS produced a positive 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly not located over the 'heated area' (WUS), but rather shifted over the upper Midwest. In addition the eastward propagation of wave trains is not properly simulated, which suppresses the strong rising motion over the SGP. Consequently, the precipitation anomalies could not be properly produced, suggesting that improper simulation of the large-scale features associated with LST/SUBT extreme downstream precipitation led to biases in the amount/location of precipitation anomaly. Thus, the NMM core has performed better in simulating the LST/ SUBT downstream effects large-scale features over North America. Additionally, comparison of the SGP precipitation anomaly from the various experiments suggest that the DDM of the LST/SUBT effects on downstream precipitation anomaly amounts are more sensitive to the dynamic core than the domain sizes (see Fig. 10b, c) .
We also assessed the sensitivity of LST/SUBT downstream effect to land surface parameterization by intercomparing NMM core simulations over domain 3 using SSiB3 (Case D3; NMM/SSiB3) and SSiB2 (Case S3; NMM/ SSiB2) for the representation of vegetation biogeophysical processes. Both Case D3 and Case S3 are able to hold the imposed warm temperature anomaly, however with Case D3 being about 0.5 °C warmer than Case S3 by the end of April. Over the SGP, the Case D3 shows in May 2015 an increase of MFC associated with an increase in cloud cover, leading to more convective precipitation, which combined together with the negative sensible heat flux associated with a cyclonic circulation, contributed to an appropriate simulation of the observed precipitation anomaly (Figs. 12, 13 ). Case S3 simulates the aforementioned process; however, it fails to simulate properly the regional anomaly.
In summary, we found at the current stage of the stateof-the-art WRF/SSiB modeling system (NMM/SSiB3, NMM/SSiB2, and ARW/SSiB3) that the LST/SUBT downstream effect is more sensitive to the dynamical core than both the choice of domain size, boundary location and land surface parameterizations. But the effect of spin-up from: Case D3 (left panels; a, c, and e) and Case S3 (right panels; b, d, and f). The stippled (dotted) areas denote the areas statistically significant at a 90% confidence level time on the relationship between LST/SUBT anomalies and downstream precipitation anomalies remains an open question, which we leave for future studies. In addition, more studies with more cases using different models over regions having similar geographical settings are needed to test those relationships and general physical principles along with assessing the robustness of our conclusions. The LST/SUBT downstream effects study is still in its early stages and will receive increased attention in the near future (next year's) because recent studies have shown that consideration of LST/SUBT anomalies have the potential Fig. 13 May 2015 simulated moisture flux convergence (MFC, top panels, unit: mm/day), total cloud cover (middle panels; units: %) and convective precipitation (bottom panels; unit: mm/day) anomalies from: Case D3 (left panels; a, c, and e) and Case S3 (right panels; b, d, and f). The stippled (dotted) areas denote the areas statistically significant at a 90% confidence level to add value to seasonal/intra-seasonal prediction of downstream extreme hydroclimatic events.
